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 Features robotic modularity Analysis of the mechanical behavior of your designs to provide the data you need to make
informed engineering decisions. Complete 3D modeling Embed your designs, import points, or import surfaces to create a

robust mechanical model that can be exported to any version of BIM 360. Architectural design flexibility Create your designs as
is or use any of the built-in engineering tools to customise or optimise for a specific application. Elevate design engineering
Integrate your designs into a 3D environment and work with the entire team using your preferred collaboration tools. robot

structure engineering Go beyond the steel Add in all the materials and components you need to create an accurate mechanical
design. Dynamic robotic tools Explore beyond the steel Explore the dynamic structural behavior of your designs by modelling
the behaviour of individual components and connections, including members, beams, frames, trusses, joints, ducts, and cable

assemblies. rigid structural analysis Robotic Design and Simulation Design with the confidence that comes from knowing your
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structure will perform as expected. Modular & Flexible Design Build your analysis without limits. Choose the technology that
best meets your requirements Building a strong design starts with an accurate and reliable mechanical model. Choose one of our
BIM 360 extensions to interact with your model. Advanced Mechanics Explore the non-linear dynamic behavior of structures,
members and components in the BELLEROPHON™ Mechanical Analysis module. Use the range of design tools available in
the CATIA™ Modelling module to optimise your structure. Complete BIM 360 Design Environment Create your BIM 360

design in a fully integrated environment. Choose the collaborative tools that are right for you. Impose your workflow. We want
to enable you to achieve higher accuracy and efficiency. Want a detailed and integrated model of your structure? Check out the
AEC Collection and buy our BIM 360 product. Design a robust structure and create flexible manufacturing processes. Integrate
your design into any type of collaboration environment. We have the components you need. Add assembly joints, surfaces and

constraints to your model to quickly assemble your structure. From full building enclosures to hand-tapped components, we
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